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First off the title is misleading (at least to me): the book is not about a Game Warden and his dog it
is about a Game Warden and mentions a few dogs at times. It takes to almost 1/2 way through the
book (49% on my KIndle) to start talking in any real way about the Roger Guay Interesting but not
not very well written lots of duplication. His area of patrol was in the far Roger Guay

Buy A Good Man with a Dog: A Game Warden's 25 Years in the Maine Woods: Read Kindle Store
Reviews : A Good Man with a Dog: A Game Wardens 25 Years in the Maine Woods eBook : Guay
Roger Flora Kate Clark: Kindle StoreRoger has many great stories but the greatest is of his
overcoming PTSD and other problems with the help of faith family and friends. In a readable
colloquial style he recounts adventures ranging from the dangerous (the rescue or recovery of
injured Roger Guay Roger and his dogs Reba and Radar accomplish many amazing things! Through
careful planning and stealth they would catch poachers fishing and hunting taking than their share
of fish and shooting moose and deer out of season, I did really appreciate Mr Guay reiterating the
Importance of being g knowledgeable and prepared when going into the wilderness: Roger Guay I
grew up in New England and have a natural resources background so this book was of particular
interest to me. Overall it is an easy read with short chapters that document some of the memorable
adventures of a Maine game warden: Roger Guay Drawing upon his career as a game warden Roger
Guay educates and entertains with tales of people and animals he encountered in the Maine
wilderness: They also have found many lost people in Roger Guay Excellently written! A great look
into the life of a Maine Game Warden. If you ever wondered what was expected of them day in and
day out then you need to read this book, Roger Guay Most of the book deals with law enforcement.
The author documents the changes in the responsibilities and job requirements and has many
examples of the wins he experienced over the years. Towards the end of the book tho he told of the
disaster in New Orleans the Roger Guay.


